HL-1 HEAT LAMP

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Screw bulb into lamp socket

Install guard. Place 3 of the wire arms inside the rim of the shade then press fourth arm into position on rim. (Note: for safety and comfort, guard must be attached whenever lamp is used).

To Use

Position lamp at a distance 10 to 14 inches above the object. Adjust swing arm and shade to direct heat precisely where you want it. Exposure for short intervals (15 to 20 minutes) usually provides the best results.

Use of a heat lamp for medical purposes should be prescribed by a physician before treatment.

To Remove and Replace Bulb

Unplug power cord. Press any arm of guard inward and pull down to remove guard from shade. Unscrew and replace bulb – use 250W heat lamp only. Replace guard.

Caution: Temperatures sufficiently high to cause burns occur. Do not use on an infant, invalid or sleeping or unconscious person. Do not use on persons with insensitive skin or poor blood circulation.